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Some people have a stereotype vision of the law: seeing it ass bellutifulgalleon

6'011.~ majestically and slowly and with a certain grace, totally im(?ervious to the

,- ,~,Q.l,§,:te~hnological and.social changes that are taking place in our time. This picture

",l}!Y:;'Pf!.l"t,ly true~ ,Law reform bodies, Federal and State,have been: created to help our

)i.at!1.:.e:~t to-reform, modernise" and simplify-the law. One. of .the chief forces for change

?inIbHE~M~e,is scienc'e and technology•. It promot~ the urgent need to review our laws and

).;,:Otq:!'bririg-,.them up-te-date: adjusting <?ld rules to, new circum.stances,.Bnd qeveloping new

l\~!~s'Jp:'me,_et problems that were. never previously dreamed' of.

Almest every task given Jo the Australian Law Reform Commissiqn involves the

i~tei:.f~ce:",between science, technology and~ the law. A ,number of our projects are

.specif.I4al1y -relevant to the 'new information technology. For example,··-our program on

eVi.'der:tce--law reform in Federal and Territory COUf.ts requires ,us to reconsider the rules of

" :-evidemce'which limit the reception of hearsay documentary or electronic material out of a

preference :for oral testimony of '8 direct witness whOClin be <;:onfronted and crosS

examined. As, more and more information is reduced to documentary' and' electronic form,

. the. English trial insistence upon direct oral testimony will have: to be ,modified. In the

process, it will be important that we do not lose the opportunity for people to test

'computer-' generated and telecommunications delivered information. Human error can

occur,' 'accidentally or. deliberately~' The courts' must be able to test and expose in

computer data such error where disputes arise.
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Even more releva~t is the Australian Law Reform Com,mission's enquiry inte

privacy .protection·~aws.This is a project that w~ initiated by Attorney-General Ellicott.

The Commission hopes to deliver its report on the subject early'in 1983. The report will

deal with the whole range of issues raised by an enquiry into privacy protection. Amongst

matters dealt with are:

* rights of f!ntry of government offic~als onto private propertyj

* direct marketing and so-called 'junk mail';

:l'< interception of private telec~mrnunications,inclUding private telel?hone calls;

* electronic, soufJ_d, v~sualand other surveillance.

However, none of the aspects of our enquiry into privacy is 50 important 'for the

future of our society as that 'part of it whiehhas been concerned with the design o( new

laws to deal with the problems posed 'by" the increasing computerisation of sensitiVE

personal data. Of course, s~nsitive data can be kept in a little notebook or in a manille

.folder at the bottom of the boss's desk. 'Bur 'the rapid:pen'etratiqft :of ow', society b~

. computers, linked by telecommunications (the sCT"called 'computications effect') present~ 

a new danger tc(iridividuill p~fvacy which requiresalegislative response.

This is 'not' just some local concern of 'a "few civil libertarians, lawyers ,or 'oth,er

do-gooders. This 'is ·the- worldwide concern 'of 'countries with systems of government:,<

economies 'and traditions of freedom- similar to our own. That is why the Council ,oJ.'

Europe and, more relevantly for Australia,' the- Organisation for 'Economic Co-operatioT\>

and Development '(O.E.C.D~) in Paris have been ~eeking to chart basic-rules which wit,'

[)romote the develo[)ment of llarmonous 10callaws that will strike 'a fair balance betw,eet-J'

the desirability of maximising the advantages of the new information te.chnology, whilst'

at the same time'protecting'basic individual rights, inclUding privacy.

Between 1978 and 1980, I was chairman of a committee of the O.E.C.D. whic.J
"

developed 'basic ,rules' on 'privacy protection in the context of trans b~r.der data 'f1ow,~:?

These are the flows of data that have grown ata tremendous rate because of' Jbl<\'.
technology which linkS computers,chatteringaway to each other in different parts~6f fh~>;

country and different parts of the world, linked 'by telecommunications, whethe:r~.

terrestrial 'or by satellite.

The countries of the O.E.C.D.' have recognised that in the capacity of the.,n~'"

information technology to collect" assemble and move great masses of informaJio~

iricluding personal information, there are enormous advantages; but also certain d8n'ger:'~'::'~

These dangers arise from the ever increasing quantity of personal information that 'can'b(';;~

stored indefinitely, the speed with which it can be retrieved by the inquisitiv,e,,--J.b!L~yeF

diminishing cost of using and collective more personal information, th{
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the technology to aggregate, ~eparate and combine information to give

._e"~;.~pictures of the persons involved, the tendency of the technology to

'")ion:of',control and the development of an entirely new 'profession' which has

:<in.charge of this new technology so quickly that iaws' and practices to instil fair
.' • t

e:F conduct have not kept pace with the changes.

'fjt~~~"r:he·,,:,forthcoming Australian Law Reform Commission report on privacy will
.-".
'~¥lJaws,:and:institutions to commence the long hau~ back to a system of soci~l .

·~~,i;.of:i!~his-cnew technology. I cannot disclose to you the precJse details· of the

:ls'sionTs~recommendations.Not only would it be wrong fOr me to do so in advance- of:>..'-'-'-'" .
_-·F~JlJ:Y:. of the report to the Attorney-General and Parliament. -It would not yet be

§1~igtbecaUse fine-tuning of the proposed Feqeral legislati9n has still to be completed.

·.'~,~ppy::to.. say that we.are wor.king on the preparation of._our report with the assistance

;;'~;~&~r,:y.~wide range of e.xperts in different specialties and from. different pa.r~ of

1\,~~:tr.aha.:·:T1)ey' include people with appropriate' expertis.e .in computications. Mr. AshleY

~d'B)~~W:o:rtthY-iS a consultant to the Commission appointed with the approval of the Federal
~ ',: ",:;",:~",,~ '':;:C:'~·'~ ••~ ,

'r~tt:ort.}eY7General.

~:;~ri(;):;',;;:1 have now set the scene of my involvement· in national and international
.::-;- '}' . l '
' ..el1<111iries'·concerning aspects of the new information technology. I now turn to examine a

nufnb'er,':of-the questions that ~ere assigned for my talk~ Of necessity, J will hav~ to deal

·with~-these in a brevity that is especially painful for a lawyer, and a judge. Short speeches

·dd.0no,Lcc)me naturally to people in my p~sition.

IMpAcr)OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ON THE LAW

The first question' posed 'is tHow has. information te.chnology affected different

facetS'~of'the law?t. I have already mentioned the two that most especially concern the

Al1str.a1ian:·Law Reform Commission:: modification. of the'laws, of evidence in the courts

an:"cLdevelopment o~ new laws for privacy protection. However,_ this· simply scratches the

su_r-fac.e'.of the variety,of the, impact which the technology has on our laws, its institutions

and· personnel. Most solicitors' offices now have WOrd processors whic,h permit not only

in~orIJ1ation-retrieval and more ·efficient performance of routine tasks, but also

monitoring of lob performance, and c.osting. It may ,be hoped that in .this way the

technology will save costs for th~ ordinary client in. what is inevitably a rather

~ost:-iTltensiveprofession. The costs of g~tting to justice remain the major problem for the

administration of justice in A':1Stralia. The new information technology may help the fight

back,. in the solicitor's office and also ,in the better administration, of the courts, the

supply' of statutory and case law and other information to judges, barristers and solicitors
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and the monitoring of court performance in stich matters as sentencing and damages

D..'" -rds, to ensure greater consistency in decision making.

One of the proposals in the Australian Law Reform Commission's second report

on criminal investigation was the introduction of telephone warrants in urgent cases of

police arrest, search and seizure. That proposal was accepted by the Commonwealth and

is now contained in the Criminal lnyestigation Bill 1981 presently before Federal

Parliament.1 I have no doubt that before long tele--fascimile 'W"ill provide atl efficient

means by' which search warrants can be provided by telecommunications to police officers

in the distant regions of our large ·country. In this way the useful inde.pendent scrutiny of

urgent police conduct by the independent jUdicial officer will be maintained, asa

protection to our civil liberties.

Another little known development is the' growing use of so-called

'tele-conferencing\ The new Administrative Appeals Tribunal, a national body established

by the Federal Parliament to hear Federal administrative appeals is increasingly using the

telephone for 'preliminary conferences and even some hearings, where witnesses would

otherwis.e have to travel great distances, the costs of which would not be warranted' by'

the issues involved. Quite. a number of social security appeals are being dealt with over

the telephone and this is surely the way of the future. The great costs of waiting around

court, assembling witnesses, travelling to and from courts and h~lving sufficient staff to

pursue library and other requests can all be reduced, if our legal system moves, as the

·United States already has, in the direction of greater use of telecommunications for at

least some of the business of the courts. In the United .States, a growing number of

interlocutory and chamber applications is now dealt with by telecommunications. It. is not~

at all fantastic to anticipate the day when, to save the costs of litigation and to ensure

that more people actually can get to an umpire, proceedings will take place betwee"ri

lawyers, clients and witnesses in different venues linked by telecommunications and

possibly video means to the jUdge or magistrate .gecidi~g the matter.

So far as the legal profession is concerned, there is good and bad news. The good'

news I have already mentioned, the potential or" information technology to reduce costs;,

and the performance' of routine work and to increase the accessibility of decision makers

to more ordinary people. But there is also bad news, at least in the short· run. I have no"

doubt that much land conveyancing will fall victim to the computerisation of legal·title

and land lise data. As this represents 50% of the fee income. of the legal profession of

Australia, the impact of informatics on the legal profession will be disruptive in the short

term. The profession must think positively about this. The potential of the new informatiOn
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i6~'t-o increase the lawyer's ability to serve in the resolution of a wider range of

.;o~hou:fd more than compensate for the short term disruption caused by di minished

y-l~voivement in the increasingly automated land title transfer system.

';-2Th~re are many other matters that I could deal with here. The impact of

._.~~tters:~on crime, both in' th;~ definition of, crim~ and in the growing amount of

;';~~-~-ter:~fraiI9, t.he iml?8Ct of information techhology on the vulnerability of society, the

'ttlbr, n~fioriallanguage and culture, on intellectual property law (copyrights, patents

;~'iad~,~~'inat'ks) the impact on the law of contract where more aild more contracts will

;t~~,c:t~&"bY: instantaneous telecommunications. Enough has been said to show that the

";;:trif6~p,ation technology will permeate the courts as it penetrates other sectors of

ierY::"Virrhin 1/), or at the most 20, years most jUdges will be sitting on the Bench with a

~e6::;'di~~ia,y u'~it. Law courses will include specific training in the efficient interrogation

;:;'pi-~i~rd~t~'bases, the as:;embly of which have already begun in Australia.

.-My second question is· Whether legislation has kept up with the new technology.

-_t'h~-~rans~;~:~to this question can be offered without hestitation. The new technology h~

.a;&~-~butStr~ipl?ed the cal?8city and speed of our legislators. Many of the problems for law

"a.nd;ciriwmaktng Which I have just mentioned remain neglected and unattended._ Certainly,

/:'thereis no ove.rall body looking at the many facets of the diamond. There is no central

law development body proposing the comprehensive review of our laws that will be

~'ecess:ary' t6 cope with the multiple ripple effect of the neW information technology.

;,~_:-fn~tea(j-, 'we' proceed on an ad hoc, case-by-case ,approach. The Law Reform Commission

-:·',::lool{$~_at 'privacy and evidence law. A departmental enquiry examines some aspects of

:,:~·-iiJ.te:uectua1 property law. The Australian Science and Technology Council explores

<".roboFcs•. The- police are looking at computer- crime~ The Australian Broadcasting Tribunal

,:',-::is :examining,-aspects of cable television. But no-institution (unless it be Cabinet or the

Parl,iament) is established to scrutinise" the mosaic of laws and to help our'legislators keep

" pace: with- the variety and pace of change.

·Even if one were to take the special problem of laws on privacy protection,_ it

will .~e seen ~hat things tend to move slowly. Long after the special problems ,of

compuferised personal data systems first emerged, the first legislation to deal with the

problem began to be enacted in Western Europe. Sweden was the first country anc:l it has

now been followed by legislation in "most of the countries of Western Europe. These

countries have established data protection authorities with comprehensive powers of

Scrutiny and lic~nsing to uphold fair standards of data protection and data security.
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In the United States., a general .Privacy ~st has been passed by the Congr~ss.

However, it'applies only to· data banks in the Federal pUblic sect()r. It has. no direct

application to the private sector. In Canada the Royal Assent was given as recently as 7

-July 1982 to a Privacy Act. However this Act, which is accompanied by the Canadian

Assess to Information .Act 1982 is likewise restricte~ t() the Federal pu,bl.ic sector. It

establishes a. Privacy CommiSsioner. Amongst the dutie.s of the Cf,'lmmissioner is the

con-duct of special studies concerning the extension of the 'rjghts conferred under the Act

to private sector agencies susceptible to Federal regulation.2 In Britain it is 10 years

since the Younger Committee on privacy reported on .the need -for new laws for privacy

protection. It is 4 years since the Data Protection Committee under Sir Norman Lindop

reported proposing specific laws in respect of data protection.3 In April .1982 th.e United

Kingdom Government delivered a white paper on data prote:~tion, setting ..the

govern-mentIs proposal for. legislation. Two reasons were .BdvBnce9. The first was that the
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~~~,~d, sensitive' question of in vitro fertilization, human cloning, genetic

'!i~~~dso on). Can our parliamentary institution, which we have inherited from
":;"."-','",::.' '
--hich I;'as been developed over more than 800 years, cope with the pressures

·:~~..'dha~ge 'tOdaY?'

-i?:S'crutiny of the progress being made in the area of information technology

.fh~ answer that, without assistance, Parliament cannot cope. Without

;,%i~,;·.':F~f~rm both of Parliament and of the bodies. that a<;sist and advise

'~lf;?-bur::-system of government will simply not be able to keep pace with the

~~!t~thhi~lity and controversy of the problems posed by technological change. All

~~fht;~ogr~s to the statute book takes the path that I have just indicated in the
'~-'"t':, t""" -
"·~-;:n~bm. A report in 1972. A further report in 1978. A still further white paper in

;h,,~,;::; ," : " .
e'::'p{cspect of legislation many years off. Meanwhile the technology continues to

~~~:~:~z-ilingpace.

::?t~r'e are some people who, confronting this difficulty, throw up their hands

:w.~::'~h'ahnot hope to adapt our lawmaking Institution to deal with this new

'6gy:l"certainly there nre institutional difficulties. Parliamentary proccdl/re.<:: enll

'~'·ret6rm:.'Fe·deration politicises society. All too often politics becomes the 'game of

h";);~.'is~·Ues, even desperately important issues, if they are too sensitive or

,6ah~d':are left for another time. Mr. BaITy Jones has offered a thoughtful critique

.'ai~Ir.:~fit as an instrument for providing the voice of the ordinary man and woman in

~C{~d~~chnOIOgypolicy in his recent book Sleepers Wake!.6 .
-'.,,;-').:".f '!:.' '

It is view that we should persist with efforts to help Parliament to

.,_~-" .... . mest important and sensitive questions that are posed by
,i:f;1.... .,,;,,-. " .•".:. .
".chhologi'cal advances. Otherwise we are making a positive decision to withdraw from
',;;;;;!..<.~.,y:.- "- "'. . . .
ntrol "of' the kind of society we will live. in. Even if it is to sort out the legal

? ;.~. :)-:l~G.: ..:. . • .'
}:tSequen"ces of technology and in no way to put impediments in its path, there is a

;~'-~~~:{~~ed for law reform. r like to look on the Austr:alianLaw Reform Commission as

e or the new instr-uments which ·has been developed to help Par-liarnent to cope with the

~:~';urEs ~i -change - including technological change. Even if the ordinary men and women

.rn;~·pafii~~ent are not themselves capable of understanding the technology in all its
J:7~F',<;~,' , . .
:jjiver~ity an'd complexity, expert advisory bodies ca.n pull tog~ther some of the best talent

:J~~t~ ,country end in this way aid the legislators. They must be seen os standing for the
~~;J··~d,.·., , .
'.Cl~9i[iary citi.zen and asserting the social conscience and moral principles of ordinary folk .
.'IfL ;';"._ .

').,I3JTl.not one to join the Australian chorus of denigration of politicans and the

.;~:~dah,entaryinstitution. On the contrary, I believe that we ~oould all be seeking to make

, OUI' parliaments work better and more effectively. But parliaments themselves have a

respol""r:!ibility here, to translate the work of advisory committees into the law of the land

and to so reform their own procedures as to ensure that reports and recommendations do
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l.~~ languish in the pigeon-hole. In short, we must not abandon such 8 valuable instru~ent

85 parliament. Churchill said, it is only when we look at' the alternatives that WE

remember its preferable qUalities. Important scientific -and technological changes must bE

considered for their social consequences. Ultimately there is no better place for that

consideration to .take place than in the body that contains representatives drawn from aU

parts of the country, from all walks of life, from all shades of opinion.

MAJOR CHANGES OR TRENDS: INTER-ACTIVE CABLE

Finally, I have 'been asked to say something about major changes or trends.

Under this rubric I could orate about the way in which the new information technology

will spur the development of international law. If a technology is international ane.

instantaneous in.its application, the pretentions of domestic law will frequently have tc

succumb to the necessities of an international market. On a small scale, the same thing

c8!1 be said of the Austr~ianFederation. One urgent tas~ which will face our legislators il:

the extent to which,.in a technology which is universal to the whole nation, we can af~orc.

the inefficiencies that will a.ttend State b~ State regulaUon of computers.

Instead of painting with such a broad brush, I want to come back to the problem

which has brought me into this field, the protection of personal privacy. I want to'

illustrate the need for new laws by reference to just one" developing communications

technology - inter-active (two-way) cable television. This kind of technology tBke~

-television beyond a medium- of entertainment and diversion to a means of directly anc:,;:·

indirectly collecting and supplying information, including personal information from an

individual and families concerning their views, their purchasing practices and their

financial transactions.7 .There are some commentators wh~ su~est that within the ,~~~t,:
decade Of so, it will be possible to develop interactive cable television in such a way .~, i~.- ,
permit effective opinion sa~pling by -government, to enhance the democr~tic, '<.

accountability of lawmakers to the people'. But with the obvious advantages of interactiye·<

cable television come certain problems, inclUding problems for individual privacy. ~h~S'

should not surprise us, for the introduction of first telegraph and then telephone in- t.~~,

19tn century posed new and previously unthought of problem~ for individual privacy wh~n

personal communication went beyond the face to face encounter and passed thrOug~:~?:'
several hands and distance, susceptible to interception and invasion of privacy. If, ,~fo~':,;-:-

. ,,<' ·-,":E::':;
example 1 cable TV services were developed to }he point that opinions on political m~t~_~rl:).'-'~

or transactions could be recorded1 the monitoring of these, the marketing habits o(t1i:r-~'
.~-',~,

individUal or family or simply the choice of program c~uld provide personal data t.o.,.~~:nS~?;

up a. profile of users.
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._,:<:".rb.~·theUnitedStates, a staple product of pay cable television in many Americar.

"ilhe'!.50'7caHed R-rated movie. Operators of the cable television system, including

11:a.rci'st,institutions- debiting transactions, would be, technologically, in an excellent

'h_h~r't_6:produce a detailed profile of the different-characteristics ,of various··viewers.

i'¢'_':~television programs in Australia followed a similar pattern to the United States,

_~dt:accounts.for the provision cf interactive cable television services would make

:;;'¢_tly~possible e' fairly precise monitoring of aspects of behaviour within the family.

'~arriple;-parents might discover some surprising insights into ,the viewing practices of

c~nt;children, whose privacy will thereby be at risk if this data were made available.

:'~~~{'__:;!f' a. two-way cable television were to record personal in;ormation in a

'~;~anise.d fashion, the data could be stored" reused and transmitted to third- parties,

~u~iI1g:,-the governm-ent, law enforcement agencies, private investigator.s, lawyers,

,:ili4ers- of -m.arket services and so on. Even if ,the information gathering activity is

~;~iY~lf9~,;:the'purposeofsending the monthly bill for the services rendered, access to this

.~~:~r'rngtion"particularlyjn°i ts accumulated. form and especially if .analysed· with .theaid
.,,"-,' 1.'

;";:¢f,i,c.6mputer.. processes, could be an .extremely valuable source of highly personal, intimate

::Jnf~~',riiatioil:',about ordinary citizens. 'Cable providers will 'not -wish to undermine their

\.5ii~rness::;'by adopting practices which' cause anxiety or alienation amongst customers.

__.-;~~~:h-~'er.rilore,.the notion of individual privacy is 'not frozen. We may come to a time when

,':;.:p'iiopie:simPly'do not 'care if the government,. their neighbours or anyone else knows that

\,:.#~.watching'R-rated movies. The simple facts of the sale of video cassettes indicate that

'a~·mark~t.is,'already_here, and-w.ell established'inAustralia. Times change.

':.1 make no 'moral comment on any of. tJ:lis. 1 simply·- call 'at:tention to one

implication of interactive<cable television, which mirrors the similar problems in other

;de.vefopments of information technology:' electronic fund' transfers, the movement of. data

~n:tI'a..vel, hotel bookings and the like, and indeed the movement of personal information

gen.erally.

What can we do about this? Clearly, the first step is to produce an, awar'eness

that there is a potential problem in yet another development of information technology.

Recognition of problems is one thing. Provision. of solutions~·is another. II) the United

States, 'where two-way interactive. television is much more advanced than anywhere else,

8'::number of control mechanisms are being developed:

* the first, is the inclusion of specification's for the protection of privacy in licences

granted to organisations involved. No dOUbt this approach could, be developed in

Australia by the Australian Broadcastin'g Tribunal;
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secondly, the leading company in the sector Warner Amex has developed its own

privacy rules in the form of a code issued in October 1981 containing-os 500 word

statement for the voluntary regulation of information practices. Subscribers Brc

informed about practices and it is recorded that no individualised information

concerning viewing or responses is to be developed 'unless the subscriber -has. been

advised in advance and given an adequate oppo~tunity not to participate'~ This does

not exclude the collection and· development of information in a statistical and

non-identifiable form. Although no promise can b~ made not to deliver information

in response to court process, the _Code promises that Warner Amex 'will promptly.
notify the subscriber prior to responding, if permitted to do so by law'.

* A third approach is the development of legislation, crirrl'inal9 and regulatory in

order to fmpose a privacy code and to provide sanctions for its breach. AlreaCly in

Illinois, a cable privacy statute has been enacted. Similar statutes are proposed for

New York, Wisconson and Maryland."

* Fourthly, instead of proceeding to a se'ctorial solution ior the partiCUlar privacy

probiemscifceble- television, some non-American commentators' urge the

development o(a more'general approach so that this aspect of information privacy

can be included in the treatment of privacy 'protection generally. One advantage of

general legislation may be its educative effect: the provision of a, small list of

general "rules may be more readily understood than the enactment6f multiple

statutes to deal with the partiCUlar proble,:"s of banking, insurance I cable and other

threats to information privacy.lO It is this consideration that has led most of the

countries of Western Europe to create general data protection agencies.- The

English speaking countries have so far preferred particular" end specific legislation

dealing with specially identified problems. The "variety of the problems being

identified and the Federal legisl~tion ,may force Australia to ~pt fora' mix Or"
legislative solutions which include the provision of a general privacy watchdog

whose, efforts are supplemented both by specific legislation and industry voluntary

codes of ~air information practices.

CONCLUSION

I have now completed my assignment. I have told you something of the Law

Reform Commission and its \-'{ork relevant to technological change. I hnve sketched our

privacy· inquiry and have indicated some of the other effects of the new information

technology on the law. I have pointed out that legislation has not been able to keep up

with the technology and I have stressed the importance, for the future good health of our

democracy, of iassisting law makers to ,address" the social implications of technology. I
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'n:iIustrated my observations with reference to yet another aspect of informatior

~pt~_~ still on the drawing boards of Australia: interactive cable television. Law

~is-:,{lnd'law reformers must prove themselves as nimble and innovative as informatior:

~p6fogists. Though the law can never hope to develop so rast, it is important for us all

Ytrzens that it should not give up the race.
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-.' " {lnd-law reformers must prove themselves as nimble and innovative as informatior: 

In"f"g~sts. Though the law can never hope to develop so fast, it is important for us all 

that it should not give up the race. 
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